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Canalyzer product information

CANalyzer basic version is a comfortable tool for analyzing CAN networks. The CANalyzer Multibus concept allows can, lynn, ethernet, flexray and most of all to operate simultaneously, provided the same option is applied. Can (FD) CAN (FD) Highlights for CAN/CAN FD Support support by CNOE options. Scope and.
AMD/XCP CAN(FD) functions for AUTOSAR support can perform simulation, analysis and testing (FD) systems can FD can form an extension for easy integration of specific functions AS ECU FUNCTIONAL AND INTEGRATION TESTING NETWORK INTEGRATION Test Gateway Operation: Simultaneous stimulation
and can analyze, Lin, Ethernet, Flexre and most networks go on web page can (FD) technology communication between different vehicles or between vehicles and the infrastructure is done through WLAN standard IEEE 802.11P (ETSI ITS-G5 or IEEE 1609 Wave). Options. Car2x expands CANalyzer by adding WLAN
channels that comply with IEEE 802.11p. It allows direct analysis of both Car2x-specific network and transport protocols and application messages overlaid on them. Go to the web page of options CANalyzer. With Car2x. Ethernet options, you can expand CANalyzer to include support for the Ethernet network. Special
use of the Ethernet interface prevents unwanted interference of real-time Ethernet systems by Windows or other applications. When using the VN5600 interface hardware family, it is also possible to monitor point-to-point connections, thus avoiding changes to the topology for measurement. Go to the web page of options
CANalyzer. Ethernet CANalyzer. Flexre gives you a universal tool to analyze distributed real-time systems. It covers all applications from simple network analysis for focused troubleshooting of complex problems. The Multibus approach enables simultaneous operation of Can, Lynn, Most, Ethernet and Flexray network
systems. The basic functions provided give you a variety of possible uses. These include: Just Data Traffic (Tracing) Graphic and Text Display of Signal Values Interactive sending pre-defined PDU and frame statistics with nodes and messages on later replays or well-held cycle multiplexing for offline evaluation, go to
PDU's web page Flexre Technology in in-cycle repetition and analysis windows CANalyzer option. Lin Lin provides sophisticated analysis capabilities for network monitoring. All network states and protocol errors are notified and interpreted in a simple manner. Lin communications can be logged in different file formats to
perform offline analysis. Highlights: Lynn's endorsement of the CANalyzer option. Scope Lin Statistics Monitor Lin Diagnostics Interpretation with Useful Network and Node Statistics ODX or CANdela fileAnalysis features according to network analysis LIN2.0,LIN2.1, LIN2.2 configuration order ODX/CANdela-Dateien
explain the diagnosis according to detailed error and Detecting numerical and graphical visualizations of signals can easily mock configurable display panels according to node statistics LDF with network management window network and lin statistics monitor logging, replay, filter and trigger blockcomode simulation a
master (or slave node). You can control master's scheduler using Lin Interactive Master Block or programming CAPL scripts. Trace window for Lin The trace window for Lin displays not only the lin frame, errors and events, but also all relevant lin time. Visit the Lin Technology web page CANalyzer. Most vector tools have
a convenient tool to analyze the most just with familiar look and feel. You can analyze all the most channels. In addition, you can include can network in simultaneous analysis (multibus functionality). The tool supports you in interactive analysis of most communications, in which you can analyze – very flexible and
dynamically – pre-recorded log files with the help of either the actual system or various representation forms. Plus, CANalyzer. Most frees you from many regular tasks that you can describe in analysis scripts, and which can then be executed repeatedly by the canolizer. Most. They provide reliable and breeding analysis
results. Trace window chronology of events in multi-bus systems (due to global synchronized clock) The highest extensive disseptic disseptic of most messages in the sequence view (due to global synchronized clock) various ways to stimulate or stress access to most systems to electrical control line (ECL) spy for
isochronous channels: streaming data to PCs, Enabling recording for hard disks and visualizations with media players such as VLC application ariainteractive and scripted analyses of most communication gateway development: the net most version of CANalyzer. Most can be combined with Cain, Lynn, Flexare and
Ethernet variants in any desired way. Analyses can cover all bus systems relevant to your gateway ECU and are based on a single, synchronised global clock. CANalyzer. Most features provide an overview of the features supported by the following table CANalyzer. Most: Most Feature Control Channel Node/Spy CMS
Yes AMS Yes Asynchronous Channel (MDP) Node/Spy Raw Packet Yes Most High Protocol (MHP) Spy Ethernet Channel (MEP) Node/Spy System States (Light, Lock, System Lock,...) Yes Audio/Synchronous Channel Allocation Table Yes LineIn/LineOut Yes S/PDIF in/Out Yes Streaming PC Yes Isoconus Channel
Spy1 Stress Bus Load Control Channel Yes Bus Load Asynchronous Channel Yes Bus Load Ethernet Channel Yes Unlock Generator Yes ECL Excitement Sequence Yes Logging Control Channel, Incredible Channel, Ethernet, System States BLF, Detailed information on asc, IMG, OP22, CCO2, CC32 synchronous
channel interface interface 2 with no hardware interface VN2640 1 VN2640, author of format Most25 only optimizer with existing VN2610 MOST50 Compact 50e MOST150 VN 2640 + MOST150 along with Cax Go to the (K2L) or Optolizer MOCCA Compact 150c (K2L) web page Save as the most technology PDF
software tool that distributes systems are used to develop, simulate, test and maintain powerful and flexible hardware interfaces. Vector Vector provides interfaces for software tools and Cain, Lynn, J1708, Flexare, most as well as driver software and programming interfaces for use with customer-specific solutions. High
data throughput highlights (80 000 messages per second) exchange accurate time stamps simply reduces the highly flexible PC loading no data loss with large selection of transceivers messaging preprocessing, Even 1 MBit Burst Loading Loading is possible with other vector interfaces with FPGA updates a high
performance real-time platform when used via external connection (party line) especially in combination with VN8900 interface CNote or CNOLIZER tool. Its many use cases range from minil applications to simulink, rest-of-bus simulations, as well as system simulations with gateway implementation and test runs. Special
can detect fd and prepare to generate error frame can do without affecting it just analyze (silent mode) data and remote frame analog yl2.1 specification per analogous test of special lin functions (CNCardAxle, VN8950, VN1630/1640) to detect and generate transmission errors, Analyzing lin bus without affecting
synchronization errors, checksum errors and other protocol breaches and measuring the baud rate in headers measuring the length of the baud rate in the header and detailed analysis of flexray communication of header and slave response special flexiactions 2 MB due to detailed analysis of flexray communication of
the wider network transmission memory (parallel configuration of more than 1000 messaging) independent Cold start of flexi cluster without the need to add network node analysis of network startup by monitoring unit to several flexi channel (Channel A) and b) Updating the latest flexire specification by FPGA update
connector for external time synchronization Just choose from the rapidly growing number of transceiver cans-/lin/J1708cabs, CAN-LIN/J1708cabs, CAN-LIN/J1708/FRpiggies and TWINcabs known vector bus transvers. Channels can be operated in conjunction with available transceivers. Please refer to Vector's website
for more information: Save as PDF features and benefits in addition to the high performance functionality of HTTP://WWW.VECTOR.COM/VI_INTERFACES_EN.HTML CANalyzer. The J1939 functional extension gives the user a tool that can be used from early development to production of the J1939 project. The
J1939-specific extension allows the user to focus on the actual functions of data analysis without detailed knowledge of the J1939 protocol. This significantly increases the efficiency of data analysis. Cain avoids the frame. Extension of the standard functionality of CANalyzer with task CANalyzer.J1939: protocol specific
performance, checks, interpretation, Search functions in trace window support for filters and balm, CMDT and fast packets (NMEA 2000®) transport protocol network nodes (scanner) J193 Graphic display measurement setup of 9 filters extended database extended generator block J1939-specific programming functional
properties CAPL diagnostic trouble code monitor (DTC monitor) diagnostic memory window OBD inspection and maintenance monitor GNSS-simulator and GNSS-monitor application areas CANalyzer.J1939 can be used wherever J1939 network is developed, diagnostic and tested. The network can also be simulated to
a limited extent. CANalyzer.J1939 can be used to monitor and debug other J1939 networks, as the SAE J1939 specification is the basis of the NMEA 2000, ISO 11783, ISO 11992 and FMS (Fleet Management System) network. In combination with the J1587 option it offers a similar approach to systems that expand
across borders simply with a common time base. For more information about fully habitual software tools, custom-tailored embedded software components, network interfaces, implementation services and trainings, please refer to vector's homepage: www.vector.com/vi_j1939_solutions_en.html
www.vector.com/vi_j1939_solutions_en.html
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